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ABSTRACT

Developing global quantum communication networks is integral to the realisation of the quantum internet, which
is expected to impart a similar revolutionary impact on the technological landscape as the classical internet.
Satellite-based quantum communications provides a practical route to global quantum networking. In this work,
we model finite statistics to determine the finite secret key length generation in SatQKD systems that implement
trusted-node downlink operation with weak coherent pulse sources. We optimise the finite key rate for different
practical operations and determine the key generation footprints. Our work provides an essential guide for future
satellite missions to establish performance benchmarks for both sources and detectors.

Keywords: Space quantum communications, satelite-based quantum key distribution, quantum networking,
quantum internet, SatQuMA.

1. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental difficulty in the vision of realising global quantum networking is the direct transmission range
limitation of quantum resources.1 Overcoming this limitation has driven extension efforts into realising quantum
repeaters, which deliver limited improvements that fall short of global network requirements. Satellite-based
quantum communication offers a more promising route to overcoming range limitations, and is quickly matur-
ing into a necessary component to a future quantum internet,2–6 following recent in-orbit demonstrations and
feasibility studies by the Micius satellite.7

For satellite-based quantum key distribution (SatQKD) applications, an important limitation is the con-
strained time window to establish and maintain a quantum channel with an optical ground station (OGS),
which constrains the amount of secret key that can be generated. In this regime of finite data sizes, statistical
uncertainties in estimated parameters become important and must be accounted for in security analyses of the
final distilled secret key.8–10 In addition, the trade-off between the proportion of signals sacrificed for parameter
estimation and post-processing becomes increasingly important and further strains the finite key generation.11,12

We develop SatQuMA, an open source software13 that applies recently developed tight bounds and small block
length analyses in QKD,12,14 to determine the finite-block composable secure key length attainable in SatQKD
operations.

We apply SatQuMA to determine the optimised finite-block secret key length (SKL) for weak coherent pulse
efficient two-decoy state BB84 protocols. Our analysis can determine the optimal QKD protocol parameter
regimes that aid in the design and implementation of SatQKD operations. Specifically, we determine the impact
of different system link efficiencies, background counts, source quality, and overpass geometries on the distillable
finite key and the key generation footprint. We also provide a simple estimation method to determine the
maximum expected long-term key volume at a particular OGS latitude. Our model and analysis may guide the
design and specification of SatQKD systems, highlighting factors that limit secret key generation in the regime
of high channel loss and limited pass duration.

We start with a background for the system model in Section 2, where we introduce our numerical toolkit to
determine the optimised finite key length for SatQKD operations. We then details results in section 3, before
concluding and summarising our results in Section 4.
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Figure 1. System configuration. The overpass geometry for a satellite in a circular sun synchronous orbit at altitude h
is shown in (a). When the satellite reaches a maximum elevation θmax, its ground track passes the OGS with a minimum
distance of dmin. The smallest elevation for which a finite key can be generated is denoted θ−max, and defines the operational
footprint of the SatQKD system. The link efficiency with satellite-OGS range in (b) illustrates the dynamic change to
the overall link efficiency due to changes in diffraction and turbulence effects given varying atmospheric optical depths.
The link efficiency peak, ηsyslink, occurs at zenith and characterises the system link performance. All elevation independent
losses can be modelled by linearly scaling the link efficiency curve. This provides a general approach to modelling different
SatQKD systems that vary in OGS receiver apertures and detector efficiencies.

2. BACKGROUND

We use empirically established performance data from the Micius satellite15 to model the SatQKD channel, which
can be linearly scaled to model other SatQKD configurations. We then use a theoretical analysis of secret key
length generation in the finite regime to establish the security of satellite QKD in typical operating conditions.

2.1 System configuration

We consider a satellite in a circular low Earth Sun-synchronous orbit of altitude h = 500 km to model a
downlink QKD operation during night overpasses of the optical ground station (OGS). For the satellite trajectory
illustrated in Fig. 1a, we determine the elevation and distance of the satellite from the OGS as a function of
time to generate expected detector count statistics. For any satellite trajectory, we simulate the time from when
the satellite is first visible above 10◦ elevation until is passes below 10◦ to account for local horizon constraints
around the OGS. The simplest type of orbit is the zenith orbit, where the satellite passes directly over the OGS
and thus the maximum elevation is 90◦.

We combine all losses into a single link efficiency value ηlink = −10 log10 pd (dB) that characterises the
probability, pd, that a single photon transmitted by the satellite is detected. A lower dB value of ηlink represents
better total detection efficiency. This is determined by the transmit and receive aperture sizes, pointing accuracy,
atmospheric absorption, turbulence, receiver internal losses, and detector efficiency. Transmitter internal optical
inefficiencies are not included since they can be countered by adjusting the weak coherent pulse (WCP) source
intensities to maintain the desired average photon number at the exit aperture.16 For each elevation, we also
do not consider explicit time-varying transmittance, changing channel loss is modelled as only due to changes in
elevation with time.

Fig. 1b illustrates the representative link efficiency with time curve that we consider. It is worth noting
that link efficiency vs elevation curves are highly dependent on system performance and OGS site conditions.
Therefore, to allow a meaningful comparison of our simulated results with different performing SatQKD systems,
we introduce a system link efficiency ηsys

link. This characterises the overall performance of the SatQKD system,
which we define as the link efficiency at zenith. The nominal value for ηsys

link considered is 27 dB. For greater
constant losses, the per pass secret key length can be determined using worse (i.e. higher) plotted ηsys

link values.
Assuming the long term average ground spot size at minimum range is much larger than the OGS diameter Dr,



Table 1. Reference system parameters. We take published information of the Micius satellite and OGS system as
representing an empirically derived set point for our finite key analysis. We assign a system link efficiency ηsyslink of 27 dB
to this reference system and linearly scale this efficiency to model other systems with smaller OGSs or differing source
rates. Typical SatQKD operate at ηsyslink = 37 dB and ηsyslink = 40 dB, owing to imperfect optics, worse APT pointing, and
less than ideal OGS siting.

Description Notation Value

Intrinsic QBER QBERI 5× 10−3

Afterpulse probability pap 1× 10−3

Extraneous count probability pec 5× 10−7

Source repition rate N 108 Hz

Error correction parameter εcor 10−15

Secrecy parameter εsec 10−9

Satellite altitude h 500 km

Minimum elevation constraint θmin 10◦

Total nominal loss ηsys
link 27 dB

we model the scaling of the link efficiency with OGS aperture size as 20 log10(Dr/D
0
r) (dB) where D0

r denotes the
reference OGS diameter which is taken as 1.2 m corresponding to the OGS at Delingha for the Micius satellite.
The use of a 0.432 m telescope instead corresponds to an 8.9 dB increase in ηsys

link, all other things the same.
We round this up to arrive at an optimistic ROKS ηsys

link = 37dB. We also consider a more conservative system
performance level with ηsys

link = 40 dB.

We consider errors arising from dark counts and background light combining together. The probability of
any extraneous count is pec. This is assumed to be constant and independent of elevation. In practice, it will
depend strongly on the environment of the OGS and light from celestial bodies. All other error terms, such as
misalignment, source quality, imperfect detection, are combined into an intrinsic quantum bit error rate QBERI

independent of channel loss/elevation. All of the nominal system parameters are summarised in Table 1.

2.2 SatQKD key length analysis toolkit

The efficient BB84 protocol17 encodes signals in X and Z bases with unequal probabilities pX and 1− pX respec-
tively. We use the X basis for key generation and the Z basis for parameter estimation. For the two decoy-state
WCP BB84 protocol, the sender randomly transmits one of three intensities µj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} with probabilities
pj . For the purposes of the security proof, we assume the intensities satisfy µ1 > µ2 > µ3 = 0. The finite block
secret key length is then given by,9

` =
⌊
sX,0 + sX,1(1− h(φX))− λEC − 6 log2

21

εs
− log2

2

εc

⌋
, (1)

where sX,0, sX,1 and φX, are the vacuum yield, single-photon yield, and the phase error rate associated with the
single-photon events respectively. For SatQKD, we construct block sizes by processing overpass data as a single
block without segmentation SKLfinite = SKL ({nµk ,m

µ
k}) where {nµk ,m

µ
k} denote agglomerated observed counts

without partitioning into sub-segments. This is more practical than combining small data blocks with similar
statistics from different passes, since it avoids the need to track and store a combinatorially large number of link
segments until each has attained a sufficiently large block size for asymptotic key extraction

Since finite data generates observed statistics that deviate from asymptotic expectations, we employ correc-
tion terms δ±X(Z),k that relate the expected and observed statistics for bases X(Z) with a k-photon state, using
the tight multiplicative Chernoff bound.12 These correction terms quantify finite effects and maintain the com-
posable security of the optimised key. In the finite key regime, the optimal number of bits publicly announced
during privacy amplification is upper bounded λEC ≤ log |M|, where M characterises the error syndromes for
reconciliation.11
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Figure 2. SKL as a function of the elevation constraint: ϑ ∈ {0, 90} for a zenith overpass. The lower and upper
limits to this constraint correspond taking all and none of the transmitted bits respectively to construct the finite key.

For a defined SatQKD system, we optimise the finite key length in Eq. (1) by optimising over the protocol
parameter space that includes the source intensities (with µ3 = 0) and their probabilities, and the basis encoding
probability pX. We also optimise over the portion of the overpass data used for key generation. To efficiently
handle this optimisation, we developed a numerical toolkit to numerically analyse different SatQKD systems.
The satellite quantum modelling & analysis (SatQuMA) software helps develop an intuition on the effects of
different operational scenarios on the key rate and inform the development of source and receiver systems for
future satellite missions.13

3. RESULTS

We consider the attainable finite secret key lengths (SKL) for two link efficiencies 37 dB and 40 dB that are
typical of QKD operation utilising small satellites and/or small OGSs. The difference between these two system
link efficiencies could be the difference in the performance of the transmission system or difference in atmospheric
conditions at the location of the OGS. For both system efficiencies, we determine how the SKL depends on the
elevation angle, different system losses, and different BB84 variants.

3.1 Effect of elevation constraint

For practical reasons, it will be difficult to construct the finite key from data collected from a horizon to horizon
overpass. This reflects the difficulty of establishing quantum transmission at local horizon due to the requirement
of initiation and stabilisation of tracking, handshake protocols, and local skyline obstructions. For this reason, we
impose a minimum satellite elevation ϑ for any satellite pass above which transmitted data is used to construct
finite keys. This allows for post-processing and finalisation of all reconciliation steps before the end of the
overpass.

For the nominal system configuration, we look at the effect of imposing different elevation constraints on the
attainable SKL. Fig. 2 illustrates this effect for different system losses. As expected, increasing the elevation
constraint decreases the attainable SKL. More important to note is that for elevation constraints up to ϑ = 20◦

effect little change to the SKL for all system losses. This provides a comfortable window of opportunity to
establish the quantum transmission link and perform all data post-processing. Advanced SatQKD systems have
implemented key generation with ϑ = 5◦.18 In the remainder of this report, we consider a minimum elevation of
ϑ = 10◦.

3.2 Sensitivity to different errors

We determine the sensitivity of the optimised finite key length on the extraneous counts and the intrinsic quantum
bit errors for a range of different system link efficiencies ηsys

link, corresponding to differently performing SatQKD
systems. For each ηsys

link, we numerically optimise the finite key length.
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Figure 3. Single-pass SKL sensitivity with different errors. The SKL with link efficiency is shown for different
extraneous count rates in (a) with QBERI is 0.5%, and for different values of QBERI in (b) with pec = 5× 10−7. A
satellite pass over zenith is considered for both plots with an after pulse probability 0.1%.

First, the effect of different extraneous count rates on the optimised SKL is illustrated in Fig. 3a. Note that
in the high loss regime, an increase in extraneous count can result in no finite key being generated. This indicates
that extraneous counts have a strong influence on the QBER, when ηsys

link becomes worse. Second, the effect of
different intrinsic errors is illustrated in Fig. 3b illustrates the effect of different intrinsic system errors on the
optimised SKL. We observe that the finite key length is not as susceptible to changes in the QBERI as compared
with pec.

In Fig. 4, we show the relative effects of both the extraneous count rates and the intrinsic errors on the SKL
for a large system link efficiency of ηsys

link = 37 and ηsys
link = 40.5 dB. This clearly illustrates that extraneous counts

have a more dominant effect on the SKL. Specifically, zero finite key is returned for the parameter space sampled
for pec. This indicates that future SatQKD missions should prioritise improvements to background light and
detector dark count over source fidelities and satellite alignment to enhance attainable key rates. This helps
identify the focused improvements for future SatQKD missions.

Figure 4. SKL sensitivity with errors. The x-axis shows
variation with the extraneous count rates and the y-axis vari-
ation with intrinsic errors for a zenith pass. The system link
efficiencies considered are ηsyslink = 37 dB (left) and ηsyslink = 40.5
dB (right). The black region indicates regions in the param-
eter space where zero finite key is attained.
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Figure 5. Per-pass SKL for non-ideal overpasses.
Finite key length with different maximum elevation for
ηsyslink=37 dB and 40 dB. The system parameters used
here are pec = 5× 10−7 and QBERI = 0.5%. The key
generation footprint is given by the maximum dmin that
generates non-zero finite key.



Table 2. Expected yearly average finite SKL attainable. We consider two practical system link efficiencies of
ηsyslink = 37 dB and ηsyslink = 40 dB. The quoted SKLint corresponds to the integrated area under each SKL vs ground track
distance curve in Fig. 5 and has units of bit-metres (bm).

Total Loss SKLint SKL
55◦N

year

37 dB 8.75× 1010 bm 21.4 Mb

40 dB 1.13× 1010 bm 2.80 Mb

3.3 General satellite overpass geometries

A satellite in a zenith overpass defines an ideal trajectory owing to a longer transmission time window and
smaller count rates due to worse average QBER. While this overpass delivers a larger single pass finite key,
alternative overpass geometries are more likely. Fig. 5 illustrates how the optimised finite SKL for different
overpass geometries parameterised through its maximum elevation angle θmax. As expected, the attainable finite
key decreases monotonically with decreasing θmax, due to an increased average overpass QBER and drops to zero
when the satellite passes below a critical elevation θ−max. This critical point defines the key generation footprint
of a SatQKD mission.

The integrated area under the SKL vs. ground track distance plot can be used to determine the expected
yearly average secret finite key length attainable at a defined longitude point for general satellite trajectories.5

Considering a line of longitude at the position of Glasgow (55.9◦ N), table 2 summarises the expected yearly
average SKL for system link efficiencies of 37 dB and 40 dB. Specifically, we expect 21.4 Mb and 2.8 Mb of
finite keys at 37 dB and 40 dB respectively. One way of improving the finite key length volume is to collate and
process data from multiple passes and calculate the key length on the combined data.5 This improvement stems
from larger block sizes and smaller statistical uncertainties in the estimated parameters that results in larger
attainable SKLs.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we develop a satellite quantum modelling and analysis (SatQuMA) toolkit for the analysis of
satellite QKD (SatQKD) systems that implement a weak-coherent pulse decoy state BB84 protocol in downlink
configuration. Our numerical optimisation takes into account recent developments in finite key effects to model
limited data block sizes arising from limited transmission time windows in SatQKD. We use SatQuMA to provide
meaningful conclusions for system designs that could improve the performance of SatQKD missions.

We find the finite SKL has a pronounced sensitivity to changes in the extraneous count rate in comparison
to changes in the intrinsic QBER. This suggests that future SatQKD missions should prioritise improvements to
detectors over source fidelities to improve the achievable finite SKL per overpass. For system link efficiencies of
37 dB and 40 dB, which are representative of typical SatQKD operation, we determine the expected annual SKL
generation is Mb and Mb respectively. Generally, high system link efficiencies generate worse average QBERs,
which strains the achievable key generation volumes due to the increasing impact of statistical uncertainties in the
estimated parameters. A route to overcome this impact is to collect data from multiple overpasses, but potential
security vulnerabilities of increased latency in data accumulation must be considered. Finally, in previous work,
we have concluded it is possible to expand the key generation footprint of SatQKD operations by implementing
an efficient BB84 protocol.

Our numerical toolkit provides a range of interesting avenues for future work. For example, it would be
important to account for dynamic atmospheric effects that will provide a more accurate loss model. MODTRAN
would be a suitable tool to address this. Also, we are able to address a range of questions that directly address
open questions on the engineering interface of realising SatQKD systems. Most immediately, we can extend our
work to consider different sized systems to evaluate their feasibility in generating secret keys.
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